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It is hard to believe that in 1895 this wonderful Tribeca loft was a spice trade warehouse.  Recently this warehouse was
transformed into 12 full floor lofts that continued to carry out elements from its rich past. Marie Burgos Design had the incredible
task to create a livable and stylish space that kept the amazing features of the “old world” while adding modern convenience.

Marie Burgos is no stranger to great design, her firm has been praised by many publications including Luxury Home Quarterly,
and is also a designer for HGTV’s show “The Unsellables”. Marie has also become an expert on lofts and penthouses in affluent
areas of New York  such as Tribeca, Chelsea, and Soho. This particular loft is a stunning example of Marie’s talent,
sophistication, and great eye for design. Photography by Francis Augustine.

The neutral color palette and oak floors of this stylish living room are the perfect canvas for vintage furniture and industrial
accessories.
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Industrial elements such as the double crank dining table and pipe-like iron columns, meet natural elements such as the solid
oak chairs, jute framed bags, and an oversized mirror made out of salvaged wood planks

The "old world" is represented in this room by keeping some of the original elements of the spice trade warehouse like this lovely
brick wall and high ceilings

This lovely reading/writing nook has beautiful large windows which are a great source of natural light and provide a stunning view
of New York City.
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This wonderful kitchen boasts a honed pebble caesorstone counter top, chef-style appliances, and an overall great space for
entertaining

This french inspired guest room utilizes vintage travel chests and luggage for storage,Provencal bedding, and jute accent
pillows.

This master bedroom is a fantastic mix of modern elements such as the white leather Ibiza chairs, rustic elements such as the
tree trunk side table, and old world accessories such as the Italian baroque bedding and Indian rug.
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Submit Comment

This brilliant master bathroom has both a walk in glass shower, and a glamorous deep soaking tub, the perfect balance of
classic and modern

This stunning loft is an amazing transformation that utilized the wonderful vintage  elements of the spice trade warehouse, while
concurrently creating a modern livable space. Which room above is your absolute favorite? Tell us below and for more information
on this wonderful designer don’t forget to check out Marie Burgos Design.

About Jessica Cleary

Jessica Cleary is an experienced home decor and interior design blogger on Design Shuffle blog. In her free time
she enjoys perusing magazines and online blogs to immerse herself in all the latest trends. Connect with
Jessica, or find more home decor inspiration from Design Shuffle on Google Plus!

Tags: Bathroom Design Ideas, Bedroom Design, Decorating Ideas, home decor, interior design, interior design ideas, Kitchen
Design, Living Room, Marie Burgos Design, Modern, modern interior design, New York Interior Designer, Tribeca Lofts

This entry was posted on Thursday, August 16th, 2012 at 9:09 am and is filed under Design Inspiration, Interior Designs, User Spotlight. You can follow any
responses to this entry through the RSS 2.0 feed. You can leave a response, or trackback from your own site.

One Response to “Stunning Spice Trade Warehouse Transformation by Marie Burgos Design”

RealOakFloors says:
August 28, 2012 at 9:18 am

I love that view of New York City. Looks peaceful, yet across the water very busy!
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